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Abstract
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1 Introduction

Program slicing [Wei84] is an analysis that answers questions such as “Which statements might affect the computation of variable \( \mathit{v} \) at statement \( \mathit{s}? \)” or “Which statements depend on the value of \( \mathit{v} \) computed in statement \( \mathit{s}? \).” The answers computed by program slicing are generally a set of statements, and the variables considered are generally either scalars or entire arrays. We introduce the idea of iteration space slicing: we refine program slicing to ask questions such as “Which iterations of which statements might affect the value of elements \( 1 \leq \mathit{i} \leq 10 \) of array \( \mathit{A} \) in iterations \( \mathit{i} \) of statement \( \mathit{s}? \)” or “Which iterations of which statements depend on the value computed by iterations \( \mathit{i} \) of statement \( \mathit{s}? \).” In addition, we can specify any subset of an array to be the variable of interest, rather than treating any assignment to the array as an assignment to every location. The slice can be executed to produce the same values for those elements that the full unsliced computation would produce.

We can produce an iteration space slice for programs where loop bounds and array subscripts are affine functions of outer loop bounds and symbolic constants. Iteration set descriptions can be very specific, such as \( \{ [k, i] : 1 \leq k < \mathit{i} \leq \mathit{n} \} \), and dependences can be described using relations such as \( \{ [k, i, i] = [i, i'] : 1 \leq k < \mathit{i} < \mathit{i}' \leq \mathit{n} \} \). These sets and relations can be represented and manipulated using the Omega library [KMP79].

Iteration space slicing is not simply a new kind of dependence analysis technique. Data dependence analysis finds pairs of statement instances which access the same memory, and that information can be used to analyze communication or prove legality of transformations. Iteration space slicing takes dependence information as input to find all statement instances from a given loop nest which must be executed to produce the correct values for the specified array elements. We can think of the slice as following chains of dependences (i.e. transitive dependences) to reach all statement instances which can affect the result. For example, while dependence information by itself can identify the endpoints of an interprocessor communication, slicing can identify everything that has to be done before that communication can take place.

The key step in calculating an iteration space slice is to calculate the transitive closure of the data dependence graph of the program [KPR96]; the transitive dependences then are applied to the iterations of interest to produce the slice. Instead of edges being between statements in the graph, edges are actually between iterations of the statements; therefore, we need to compute the transitive closure of an infinite graph, because the iteration spaces may have symbolic bounds. In previous work [KPR96], we presented techniques for doing this and have implemented them within the Omega library. Computing iteration space slices that are exact in all cases is impossible (as discussed in Section 3 and [KPR96]; there is a reduction to an undecidable problem). However, we can compute upper or lower bounds on a slice, as required. Alternative representations that would be cruder but faster could also be used, although we do not
examined in this paper.

Iteration space slicing is primarily of interest in compiling scientific programs that manipulate arrays, since for these programs the dependencies tend to be such that an iteration space slice might be much smaller than a standard program slice. Slicing provides a framework from which to build compiler optimizations; each optimization that builds upon it chooses what portion of the iteration space to slice, what slices to take, and in what order to execute result. Because it extracts some subset of the statements in a loop body and a subset of the loop nest's iterations, iteration space slicing can be thought of as a finer-grained approach than many existing transformations, which might act on all statements in a loop, or all iterations of an individual statement. A slice includes all and only those statement instances which must be executed to produce the correct output (up to the precision of the transitive closure computation). It is a data-driven technique in that an optimizer does not work with the loop structure, but instead specifies which data should be computed.

One example of a compiler analysis which can use iteration space slicing is optimizing communication generated by data-parallel compilers for message-passing machines. Given the distribution of data to processors, we can first use dependence analysis to identify the data needed in interprocessor communications. Then, we can slice programs with respect to array elements sent or received, producing the set of computations that must be performed before an interprocessor communication can be sent, and the set of computations that depend on receiving an interprocessor communication. These slices give us great flexibility in reordering communication, since they preserve all the necessary dependences, but exclude computations that don’t affect the communication. We explore using this information in the following three ways.

Enabling parallelization of fused loops

Loop fusion is merging the loop structure of two loops to generate a single, fused loop which performs the work of both original loops. This transformation can reduce loop overhead, enable scalar replacement and improve cache performance. However, fusing two loops, neither of which carries a dependence, can create a loop-carried dependence which would prevent parallelization of the fused loop (as shown in Figures 1a and 1b). By slicing out the iterations that are involved in interprocessor loop-carried dependences, we can create a large code fragment in which there are no interprocessor loop-carried dependences and loop fusion can be applied profitably. In Figures 1c and 1d, parallel code is shown for a block distribution of a and b, where 1b and 1b denote the boundaries of the array region owned by the local processor. Enabling parallelization of fused loops is discussed in [MA97], and they provide a solution which only applies to programs with constant dependence distances.

Tolerating message latency

In order to hide message latency, compilers try to overlap computation with communication. Consider a loop body (possibly containing inner loops), which may contain interprocessor dependences which are loop-independent with respect to the outer loop. We can divide a loop body into three partitions: 1) those iterations which must be done before some send; 2) those iterations which do not depend on communication; and 3) those iterations which depend on some receive. When those partitions are disjoint, we can execute them in the above order, doing the send between the first two sets and the receive between the second and third. Some of the iterations in the first set may not directly write data which is needed off-processor, but are included because such a write statement transitively depends on them. By doing sends earlier and receives later, we transform programs so that they can tolerate more message latency. This also allows computations to run in a more loosely-coupled fashion, so that when one processor runs slightly ahead of the others, it is not held back. Special cases of this optimization have been discussed in [KMR90, HKT93, AKMC94].

Message aggregation

Message coalescing (or aggregation) is an important transformation on many machines where the start-up time for a message is significant. However, message aggregation exacerbates message latency problems: if we coalesce messages, data is not sent as soon as it is ready, because it is held until there is more to send. In addition, a naive approach simply delays sending the data until all of the values are ready; in that situation, a program may execute some iterations before the sends that could be moved after the sends, further increasing delays (Figure 2). An iteration space slice can extract those computations which must be done before the sends, and postpone the rest, which enables profitable message coalescing in situations in which it would otherwise introduce significant additional latency. A manual application of this optimization for block-cyclic Gaussian elimination was discussed in [HKMCS94] but automation of the transformation was beyond the capabilities of existing transformation systems. We derive both that transformation and a more sophisticated form that produces even better performance.

The profitability of these optimizations depends on many machine-specific factors, such as message startup time, message latency, and ability to overlap computation with communication. In this paper, we describe the necessary analysis and transformation techniques; methods to estimate the profitability of these optimizations on particular machines are beyond the scope of this paper.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the representations we use for iteration sets and dependence relations. In Section 3, we describe the transitive closure of relations, which can be used to compute iteration space slices. In Section 4, we describe the techniques to compute a slice. Section 5 describes applications of the technique to Gaussian elimination. Finally, we present experimental results in Section 6, related work in Section 7, and a conclusion in Section 8.

2 Iteration Sets and Dependences

In order to compute slices which are as small as possible, we need accurate data dependence information. In particular, slicing depends on the ability to identify which individual iterations are involved in a dependence. Most of the previous work on program transformations in loops uses data dependence directions and differences to summarize dependences between array references. In many cases, these abstractions are too imprecise to use for slicing. Array dataflow methods
In order to get the iteration-level detail we require, we derive an integer tuple relation and sets using integer tuple sets. The Omega library allows tuple relations and sets to be manipulated using operations such as intersection, union, inverse, composition, and difference.

### 2.1 Integer Tuple Relations and Sets

An integer k-tuple is simply a point in $\mathbb{Z}^k$. A tuple relation is a mapping from tuples to tuples. The relations may involve free variables such as $n$ in the following example: $\{i \rightarrow [i + 1] \mid 1 \leq i < n\}$. These free variables correspond to symbolic constants or parameters in the source program.

Tuple relations and sets are represented using the Omega library [Pug92, PW95, PW93, KMP+95] which is a collection of routines for manipulating affine constraints over integer variables. The Omega library allows tuple relations and sets to be manipulated using operations such as intersection, union, inverse, composition, and difference.

---

For example, for the simple form of Gaussian elimination (without pivoting) shown in Figure 3, the sets of iterations of statements $S_1$ and $S_2$ can be described as $I_1 = \{[k, i] : 1 \leq k < i \leq n\}$ and $I_2 = \{[k, i, j] : 1 \leq k < i, j \leq n\}$.

Dependences are naturally described as relations. For the Gaussian example, the dependences are:

- $D_{1-2} = \{[k, i] \rightarrow [k, i, j] : 1 \leq k < i, j \leq n\}$
- $D_{2-1} = \{[k, i, j] \rightarrow [j, i] : 1 \leq k < j \leq i \leq n\}$
- $D_{2-2} = \{[k, i, j] \rightarrow [j, i, j'] : 1 \leq k < j < i, j' \leq n\}$

Our assumption that different execution instances of a statement can be usefully described as an iteration set depends on the control flow of the program consisting of well structured loops and conditions. This is not true in many general purpose codes, but is fairly accurate for many scientific numerical applications.

### 3 Transitive Closure

In addition to the fairly standard operations supported within the Omega library, we also provide a transitive closure operator [KPR96]. Given a tuple relation $F$, its transitive closure is the least fixed point of:

$$(x \rightarrow z) \in F^* \iff x = z \lor \exists y \text{ s.t. } (x \rightarrow y) \in F \land (y \rightarrow z) \in F^*$$
and its positive transitive closure is the least fixed point of:

\[(x \to z) \in F^+ \iff (x \to z) \in F \land \exists y \text{ s.t. } (x \to y) \in F \land (y \to z) \in F^+\]

We can use the transitive closure operation to compute the transitive dependences of a program, which in turn are used to determine which iterations of which statements need to be included in a slice.

Unfortunately, the exact transitive closure of an affine integer tuple relation may not be affine; in fact, it is not computable in the general case. We can encode multiplication using transitive closure (and supporting multiplication allows us to pose undecidable questions):

\[\{x, y \mapsto x + 1, y + z\}^*\]

is equivalent to:

\[\{x, y \mapsto x', y + z(x' - x) \mid x \leq x'\}\]

When our methods do not give us an exact answer, they give us both an upper and lower bound on the true transitive closure. However, in practice our techniques frequently do give us the exact answer. In [KPR96] we found that in 2000 code fragments from our problem domain, we could compute the exact transitive dependences in 99% of the cases. For example, for the Gaussian elimination code fragment, we calculate the exact transitive dependences as:

\[D_{1,-1}^+ = \{(k, i) \to [k', i'] : 1 \leq k \leq i < k' \leq i' \leq n\}\]
\[D_{1,-1}^+ = \{(k, i) \to [k', i, j] : 1 \leq k \leq k' < i \leq j \leq n\}\]
\[D_{2,-1}^+ = \{(k, i, j) \to [k', i'] : 1 \leq k \leq i < k' \leq i' \leq n\}\]
\[D_{2,-1}^+ = \{(k, i) \to [k', i', j'] : 1 \leq k < i < j < n\}\]

\[4 \text{ Iteration space slicing}\]

In traditional program slicing, given the data and control flow edges, the set of statements that are reachable via the transitive closure of the dependence edges (in a forwards or backwards direction, depending on the application) must be computed; the transitive closure of a finite graph can be easily solved. In our application, where we find iterations of statements, the transitive closure of the dependences is a much more complicated problem, as described in Section 3. Once we have the transitive closure of the dependences, computing the iterations reachable from the designated iterations is a straightforward application of the transitive dependences to the iterations of interest.

In traditional program slicing, the final significant issue is determining how to construct an executable slice [Wei84, Tip95]. Within our domain, this problem is very simple because we assume well-structured control flow. Given a set of iteration spaces, we can use techniques implemented within the Omega library to generate efficient code that enumerates those iteration spaces, executing the selected iterations in the same order with respect to other selected iterations.

As an example of an iteration space slice, consider Gaussian elimination with a block-cyclic distribution of the second dimension of the matrix. First, we find iterations which produce data which will be sent to other processors. With this distribution, only one processor sends data within an iteration of the outer loop; the role of the sending processor rotates from one processor the next. Let width be the size of a cyclic block, and lb be the lower bound on the columns in the processor’s current block of the matrix. When a particular processor p becomes the sender, it will send columns \[lb \ldots lb + \text{width} - 1\] to all other processors; these individual columns are candidates for message aggregation. To avoid partially serializing the computation, we want to perform only the necessary computations before the send. These values are computed during iterations.

\[S_1 = I \cap \{lb : lb + \text{width} - 1, s\}\]

If we compute a backwards slice of these iterations with respect to the transitive dependences, we get:

\[P_1 = (D'_{1,-1})^{-1}(S_1) = I \cap \{k, i : lb < n \land k < lb + \text{width}\}\]
\[P_2 = (D'_{2,-1})^{-1}(S_1) = I \cap \{k, i, j : lb < n \land j < n \land j < lb + \text{width}\}\]

We are not interested in the entire sets \(P_1, P_2\), since they include every iteration (back to the beginning of the program) on which \(S_1\) depends. Instead, we want to restrict our attention to the current set of iterations of the k loop (\(lb \leq k \leq lb + \text{width}\)). (We discuss extending this set in Section 5.4.) The iterations of the slice that occur while \(lb \leq k \leq lb + \text{width}\) are:

\[Q_1 = P_1 \cap \{lb : lb + \text{width} - 1, s\} = \{k, i : 1 < lb < k < n \land k < lb + \text{width}\}\]
\[Q_2 = P_2 \cap \{lb : lb + \text{width} - 1, s\} = \{k, i, j : 1 \leq lb < k < i < j < n \land j < lb + \text{width}\}\]

The computations for \(lb \leq k < lb + \text{width}\) that are not part of the pre-send slice are:

\[R_1 = (P_1 - P_1) \cap \{lb : lb + \text{width} - 1, s\} = \emptyset\]
\[R_2 = (P_2 - P_1) \cap \{lb : lb + \text{width} - 1, s\} = \{k, i, n : 1 \leq lb \leq k < i < n \land k < lb + \text{width}\}\]
\[\cup \{k, i, n : 1 \leq lb \leq k \leq j < n \land k < lb + \text{width} \land j < n\}\]

Using the code generation facilities of the Omega library, we can generate code for the slice \(Q_1, Q_2\) that must be done before the send, and code for the “complement” of the slice (the iterations that can be done after the send \(R_1, R_2\)). Within both the slice and the complement, the iterations are performed in their original order (although reordering transformations could be applied to the individual slices).

Figure 4 represents the code generated by the Omega library. Note that the code generation feature that at first seems confusing. When \(n \leq lb + \text{width} - 1\), we do not perform column updates of the last column before doing the send; since column \(n\) is never sent, updating it is never part of a send slice. This is a valid optimization, which is in fact required by the rules of our transformation. In practice, it will not affect the performance but it comes from having a formally derived transformation.
for k = 1 to n do
  p[k] = indexOfMaxAbs(a[k:n,k])
for j = k to n do
  swap(a[k,j], a[p[k],j])
for i = k+1 to n do
  a[i,j] = a[i,k] / a[k,k]
  send comm
receive comm
for i = k+1 to n do
  for j = k+1 to n do
    a[i,j] = a[i,j] - a[k,j] * a[i,k]
  c) blocked according to sender

for kB = 1 to n by width do
  for k = kB to min(kB+width,n) do
    p[k] = indexOfMaxAbs(a[k:n,k])
    for j = k to n do
      swap(a[k,j], a[p[k],j])
      for i = k+1 to n do
        a[i,j] = a[i,k] / a[k,k]
        send comm
    receive comm
    for i = k+1 to n do
      for j = k+1 to n do
        a[i,j] = a[i,j] - a[k,j] * a[i,k]
    /* Only if I am not the sender */
  receive columns kB..min(kB+width,n) of a and p
  for k = kB to min(kB+width,n) do
    p[k] = indexOfMaxAbs(a[k:n,k])
    for j = k to n do
      swap(a[k,j], a[p[k],j])
      for i = k+1 to n do
        a[i,k] = a[i,k] / a[k,k]
        send comm
    receive comm
    for i = k+1 to n do
      for j = k+1 to n do
        a[i,j] = a[i,j] - a[k,j] * a[i,k]
    /* Only if I am the sender */
    send columns kB..min(kB+width,n) of a and p
  d) Naive message aggregation

foreach sender1,sender2,
do timeStep1 intersection slice1
send comm1
receive comm1
do timeStep1 - slice1
send comm2
receive comm2
do timeStep2 - slice2

e) Simple schema for improving message aggregation

foreach sender1,sender2,
do timeStep1 intersection slice1
send comm1
receive comm1
do (timeStep1 - slice1) intersection slice2
send comm2
receive comm2
do timeStep2 - slice2

g) Slicing (e) to send message quicker

foreach sender
  do timeStep_prev - slice_prev - slice_curr
  receive comm
  do (timeStep_prev - slice_prev) intersection slice_next
  do timeStep_last - slice_last

f) Resulting of unrolling (e)

foreach sender
  do timeStep_curr intersection slice_curr
  send comm
  do timeStep_prev - slice_prev - slice_curr
  receive comm
  do (timeStep_curr - slice_curr) intersection slice_next
  do timeStep_last - slice_last

h) Pipelining (g)

Figure 5: Forms and schemas for transforming Gaussian elimination
An application of slicing to Gaussian elimination

In Figure 5a, we show a form of Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting that will be the basis of our transformation. Note that we have assumed the existence of a primitive operation to find the pivot of each column. If the source used a loop containing a conditional to find the pivot, the dependence analysis might be more difficult.

5.1 Standard parallel form for Gaussian elimination

In Figure 5b, we sketch the form of a parallel form of Gaussian elimination, where the matrix is distributed by columns. One minor optimization that has been applied here is to distribute the loop so as to allow the pivot column to be sent earlier. This is the code that would be generated by most parallelizing compilers for this problem.

In all parallel codes, we assume that the transformations to limit the computations to those executed on each processor, and to limit the sends and receives to just the appropriate processors, are performed in a later step.

5.2 Naive Aggregation

With a block-cyclic distribution, it appears attractive [HKMCS94] to coalesce the communication of the adjacent columns that belong to one processor.

A first approach might be as follows: we first block the \(k\) loop by the width of the cyclic blocks, so that in each block, a single processor owns the elements being communicated, as shown in Figure 5c. Unfortunately, a dependence carried by the \(k\) loop prevents distribution of the inner-\(k\) loop, which would allow us to place the communication effectively. To aggregate the communication, we are reduced to simply moving the communication out of the inner-\(k\) loop, as shown in Figure 5d. Since within each \(k\)-block, only a single processor is sending data, this is guaranteed to be safe and deadlock-free. However, it serializes a substantial part of the computation: the sending processor performs all the computations of a single iteration of \(kB\) before sending, although the send itself does not require it. Traditional transformations cannot extract only the necessary portion of the second \(i\) loop.

5.3 Slicing within a time step

To get better performance from coalescing, we need to perform only those computations which must be done before the send, and delay everything else until after the communication. To extract only the necessary computations, we need to use slicing.

Once again, we block the outer \(k\) loop so that within each block, only a single processor is computing values that are needed on other processors. In the same block of the \(k\) loop, the processor will also compute values which will not be sent; we want to first compute the values that will be communicated, and delay the execution of those that won’t be.

We produce an iteration space slice using as the criteria the region to be sent within a block of \(k\). By the definition of an iteration space slice, it contains every computation which can affect the sent data, and excludes the computations which made the naive approach unprofitable. Separate iteration space slices are computed to perform the computations which depend upon received values, and those which can be done at any point in the block of \(k\). The result is shown in Figure 5e. This slicing gives us code similar to that in Figure 4 (although that code doesn’t include pivoting). This is equivalent to an optimization proposed in [HKMCS94].

5.4 Slicing across multiple time steps

Slicing the code within a time step permits us to coalesce messages without a huge penalty, and depending on machine details, may improve performance by itself. However, it does not hide the latency of that communication. Since all the processors start the execution of the next iteration of the \(k\) loop at about the same time, the receiving processors must wait for the message from the sending processor. Even if we send the message as quickly as possible, there will be a delay. We can further improve the code by making sure that the sending processor gets a head start on each time step of \(k\), so that the message will be waiting for receiving processors when they need it, by postponing operations from the previous time step.

One approach is to unroll the loop, exposing a larger portion of the iteration space to be sliced. Figure 5f shows the effect of unrolling the loop in Figure 5e. We can see that between receiving communications 1 and sending communications 2, we might be doing more work than needed. We can use slicing to delay unneeded work until after sending communications 2, as shown in Figure 5g. This improves the latency tolerance within the outer loop, but doesn’t help between one iteration and the next. By using techniques similar to those used for software pipelining, we can get the effects of unrolling the loop many times without actually unrolling the loop; this gives us the schema shown in 5h. The transformed code for Gaussian elimination is too large to include here, but can be found at [http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/omega/slicing](http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/omega/slicing). This same scheme could be applied directly to Cholesky decomposition and to QR decomposition via Givens’ rotations.

6 Experimental Results

Experiments were performed on an IBM SP/2 with 16 processors, running AIX 4.1 and using IBM MPI libraries, and using the high-speed switch in interrupt-driven mode. The
interrupt-driven mode imposes an additional overhead on each communication, but permits non-blocking communication (when the switch is used in polled mode, no appreciable communication occurs unless both processors are simultaneously executing communication code [SHF95]). The optimizations we describe are very dependent on having a communication system that supports non-blocking I/O that can be overlapped with computation.

6.1 Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting

We ran three parallel versions of Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting using both a cyclic and block-cyclic distribution. We specified the loop to slice, and performed the loop blocking manually, and then program slices were generated automatically. Communication statements were inserted manually. The first code was a straightforward parallelization with no coalescing (Figure 5c). The second code performed coalescing via slicing a single time step (Figure 5e). The third code corresponds to the pipelined version (Figure 5g).

Two optimizations were hand-applied to all codes (including the sequential version against which speedups were computed). The matrix was transposed from its original order, and the i and j loops were interchanged in order to achieve better cache performance. Parallel versions scaled very poorly without this transformation. We hope that incorporating our techniques into a data-parallel compiler will allow us to take advantage of a full set of optimizations and improve performance.

We ran the codes for problem sizes 512, and 1024; for cyclic block sizes 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32; on 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16 processors. In nearly all cases, the version sliced over multiple time steps outperformed the broadcasting version. Furthermore, the version sliced across multiple time steps was able to hide significantly more latency than the version sliced over one step.

Speedups for some of those problem sizes are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Speedups are computed against a sequential version, with no parallel overhead. Note that in the cyclic(1) case, the version which is sliced within a time step should be identical to the code in with each column is broadcast as soon as it is computed; differences are due to the different loop structure and different communication calls used.

Overall speedups are only fair. We found that toward the end of the execution, as the number of column applications per block of the k loop shrank, the low ratio of computation to communications was a large performance hit. On some smaller problem sizes on larger numbers of processors, the amount of work assigned to each processor was not sufficient to hide latency of communication. In these cases the aggregation without latency tolerance can be detrimental.

7 Related Work

Although there is a large body of work on program slicing [Wei84, Tip95, Kri], we are unaware of any work describing the concept of computing an iteration space slice. However, our work does not address many of the important issues that others have studied, such as complicated or irregular control flow and interprocedural slicing.

Manjikian and Abdelraham [MA97] discussed the problem of loop-fusion creating loop-carried dependences and preventing parallelism. Their solution [MA97] works only in the presence of constant dependence distances and generates code that requires a barrier and will be inefficient if message latency is high. Since their method requires constant dependence distances, it works well in the case of non-periodic stencil computations. However, if the stencil computation is periodic (e.g., the first column is considered to be the right neighbor of the last column), the non-constant dependence distance will make it inapplicable. Their paper also discusses a number of issues related to the generation of efficient code for block-cyclic data distributions. In their conclusion, they mention that aggregating the sends of each column would decrease the communications costs, and suggest the transformation described in Section 5.3, but admit that the techniques described in the paper are insufficient to enable or derive that transformation. The additional level of optimization across multiple time steps described in Section 5.4 is not discussed.

Advoc, Koelbel and Mellor-Crummey [AKMC94] describe an optimization for which "...no parallelizing compiler has attempted the more difficult analysis and reordering of computations needed to deduce the optimization of DGEFA from the original source." This optimization is a restricted case of the transformation described in Section 5.4, for a pure cyclic distribution.

8 Conclusion

We have described iteration space slicing, an extension of program slicing that computes the set of iterations that depend on or influence the events of interest. While this analysis might have a number of uses, we have focused on taking slices of parallel programs with respect to computations that produce or depend on inter-processor communication. In particular, we can use slicing to enable loop fusion, tolerate message latency and allow message coalescing. We have explored several different patterns or schemas for using slicing for these purposes, but we don’t claim to have exhausted the set of such schemas, or found the very best schemas.

Our techniques for allowing loop fusion, tolerating latency, and allowing message coalescing encompass the techniques proposed by other researchers, while being more general (for example, by not requiring constant dependence distances). For Gaussian elimination, we have been able to derive sophisticated program transformations from a simple and high-level schema. For the pure cyclic case, we derive code which is equivalent to that described as too difficult for automatic derivation by other researchers. For the block-cyclic case, we have derived a more sophisticated form which incorporates the same message aggregation but also hides the latency which aggregation introduces. Our experimental results with the block-cyclic code show improvements over code without the optimization. We plan to incorporate the technique into an optimizing data-parallel compiler, which
we hope will improve the overall speedup of the code.
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